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Project title: European Input for Sustainable Education and Learning (EISEL) 
EC Project Number: 2017-2-NL01-KA104-038513 
Sending organisation: Learn for Life, NL (info@platformlearnforlife.nl, www.lflplatform.net) 
Host organization: National Adult Learning Organisation AONTAS, IE  
 
Aims of this study trip 
Experience the Irish Adult Learning Festival (as we are looking for innovating concepts for the Festival in NL) 
Gaining insight into sustainable regional and local partnerships: key conditions and pitfalls 
Experience how the Learners Voice is organized in Ireland 
Gaining insight into advocacy work aiming at recognition and financing (formal and non-formal) adult 
education 
 
Participants  
Steffen Pilkes, 3 - 6 March 2019 Learn and Work Office Fryslân 
Gea Spiegelenberg, 3 – 6 March 2019 Service Point Learning and Working Twente 
Jan van Kessel, 3 – 6 March 2019 Foundation ABC 
Lidwien Vos de Wael, 3 – 6, 8 March 2019 Learn for Life 
 

 

 
 
 
Programme overview 
March 4 AONTAS’ STAR Awards Ceremony 

Dublin Adult Learning Centre (DALC) 
March 5 National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA) 

Secret Street Tour 
March 6 National Learning Network (NLN) 

AONTAS 
March 8 AONTAS Policy Debate about the Impact of Community Education on the Lives of Women 

Community Education Network 
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MARCH 4, 2019 
 
AONTAS’ STAR Awards Ceremony 
We started our study visit with the national kick off of the Adult Learners Festival and the Star Award 
Ceremony. 27 projects were nominated in four categories: Health & Wellbeing, Social Inclusion, Sustainable 
Employment and Third Level Access and Engagement. All projects were presented in short videos. We 
appreciated the beautifully decorated room of the Rotunda Hospital and the arrangement with round tables 
that can make it possible to have more interaction with the table companions. Representatives of the 
nominated projects experienced the meeting as very exciting. Their projects were appreciated and they were 
well cared for.  
Our delegation was able to meet some of the nominees as well as delegations from Wales and Belgium. 
 

 
 
Dublin Adult Learning Centre DALC 
DALC is located in a deprived neighbourhood in Dublin North. Their educational offer is aimed at language 
development, health and social activation & inclusion. Not all courses are aimed to work or diplomas.  
Everyone adult is offered a language course. There is a day-care centre for the parents following a course. 
For already 19 years, DALC runs a successful Community Employment program in which e.g. canteen staff 
and day care assistants’ gain work experience and obtain certificates. During Adult Learners Festival DALC 
organizes a joint activity with other organizations in Dublin North to promote adult learning.  
The manager and her team really make a difference in the lives of the students.  
DALC Annual Report: http://www.dalc.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/DALC-Annual-Report-2016.pdf. 
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MARCH 5, 2019 
 
National Adult Literacy Agency NALA 
NALA is an independent charity committed to making sure people with literacy and numeracy difficulties can 
fully take part in society and have access to learning opportunities that meet their needs. The organisation 
aims to increase participation in literacy services. For 30 years NALA has developed new teaching methods 
and guidelines for good adult literacy work and tutor training programmes. NALA is very active in advocacy 
among politicians to draw attention to the theme, making use of research results. NALA has a broad network 
in Ireland. The organisation wants to gather all relevant sectors (such as work, health, family, community, 
governments, education) around a shared vision on how to combat low literacy. Learners are involved in the 
Advisory Council of the organisation and NALA supports learners to have their say in lobby activities and 
meetings with politicians.  
An important priority for NALA is the integration of language education for low-literate working people in a 
context-rich professional environment. The motivation of the participants and the results they achieve are far 
more significant when the learners themselves consider the learning process and content as meaningful. 
NALA recognizes that there is a group of low-literate people that is not reached with the current 
programmes. This concerns adults who in their daily life do not feel a real need to learn. Experience shows, 
that this might change when they are confronted with a significant life event.  
NALA signals that in many cases new students must fill in too many forms, which can be a real threshold 
when you want to start your learning process. NALA promotes digital literacy programmes for elderly people.  
 
We liked the learners’ involvement NALA is supporting very much. Could we do this in The Netherlands? 
Maybe we can start a so-called buddy project linking low literate persons with city councillors or members of 
parliament. In Ireland learners participate in the regional Education and Training Boards (ETB’s) and in a 
national commission. This is very valuable. We discussed about the conditions that are necessary to give 
learners real policy influence. How can you locate the Learners Voice in a management structure? 
Administrators/decision-makers have to support learners’ participation and learners need to be trained for 
their role in the policy process.  
Reflecting about the visit, we conclude that we recognize many aspects of the NALA experience.  
 
 
The Secret Street Tour - genomineerde STAR Awards 
The Secret Street Tour was one of the nominated projects for the STAR Awards 2019.  
Derek was homeless during several years and since a few months he lives in an apartment especially for 
persons who want to pick up a more structured pattern of life. Derek showed us another face of Dublin. We 
are impressed by his story. He became homeless after a number of breakdowns. After a few hospital 
admissions, he understood that he could no longer continue this way. With the help of a social worker, he 
found a temporary home and joined the Secret Street Tours. In the tour he mixes his own life story with 
historical information. Secret Street Tours helps him to structure his life more and more and also gives him a 
modest extra income. https://www.secretstreettours.org.  
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MARCH 6, 2019 
 
National Learning Network, Roslyn Park College 
NLN has many course centres in Ireland, including Roslyn Park College. They focus on job-oriented training 
for adults (16+) with different kinds of disabilities. NLN offers training on the levels 3 to 5 of the National 
Qualification Framework (which has 10 levels). All adults are welcome, regardless their prior education. NLN 
provides tailor-made education at the level of each individual student. Students can start learning during the 
whole year. They have twice as much time to finalize a course compared to students in mainstream colleges. 
Each course includes an internship at companies that can subsequently offer a follow-up contract. A 
transition facilitator of the college has close contact with these companies during and up to half a year after 
the internship. The Ministry of Education (70%) and the Ministry of Health (30%) are financing this college. 
We were told that nowadays, employers are more willing to offer internships and labour contracts because of 
the current shortage on the labour market.  
 
We were warmly welcomed in the college with short presentations by the recruitment officer, the transition 
facilitator, the retails skills coordinator and the head of employability. After these introductions we 
participated in the public information session for new students and tutors, that takes place every Wednesday. 
We were very impressed by the way the potential students were treated in this session: very friendly and 
approachable, with attention to the possible barriers they might have to learning. 
See also: http://www.nln.ie/Home.aspx. 
 

 
 
 
AONTAS 
During this afternoon our host organisation told us about many aspects of the work of this Irish national 
organization for adult education. They coordinate the European Agenda for Adult Learning. AONTAS main 
focus is on adults who drop out and they want to offer them a ‘safety net’ via education. The organisation 
promotes community education, locally organized in combination with childcare plus attention and care for 
the social situation of every learner.  
For AONTAS, the Learners Voice is key: let adult students tell their story to other adults and to politicians.  
Just like NALA, AONTAS also stresses that a ‘life encounter’ with adult learners telling their personal story 
often has a major impact on politicians. During the STAR Awards Ceremony learners were co-presenters.  
AONTAS coordinates the Adult Learners Forum, a network with regional and national meetings where 
learners have their platform. In the safe environment of the Forum, they can give their opinion on a variety of 
topics in the field of adult education (such as conditions for learning, policy issues, financing, etc.). 
As a result of the discussions, AONTAS makes a report with recommendations: Learner Report 2016 
https://www.aontas.com/46530-AONTAS%20Learner%20Publication%202017.pdf Advisory Report 2017 
https://www.aontas.com/NALF%20Policy%20Report-HR%20WEB%20Single%20Pages.pdf . 
The organisation developed the www.onestepup.ie that maps out all training options for adults in a concise 
and accessible way. Activities in the framework of the Adult Learners Festival are published on this site. 
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MARCH 8, 2019 
 
AONTAS Policy Event  
During the Adult Learners Festival many local activities take place. In addition, AONTAS organizes two 
major events, the STAR Award Ceremony and a Policy Event. This year the theme of the policy event was 
‘The impact of Community Education on the Lives of Women’. In the background document for this 
conference, AONTAS accurately linked the impact of community education with the aims of the Government 
Strategy for Women and Girls 2017 - 2020: 
https://www.aontas.com/assets/resources/Policy/AONTAS%20Policy%20Day%20Discussion%20Paper-
Final1.pdf. The meeting started with impressing stories from four participants in community education. They 
told us about the big significance of this form of education on their own lives and the lives of their families. 
Professionals then explained good projects in which the impact of community education became even more 
visible. Representatives from various ministries were present. They were told: ‘Community education helps 
you to reach your goals. We make your work so much easier!’ During the policy debate there was an urgent 
request for structural financing of this form of education.  Finally, AONTAS presented a manual for 
community education providers who want to engage with the new QQI quality system (www.qqi-
guidelines.com). It is remarkable that the reflexion points in the manual include: how do you give the voice of 
the learner a place in this accreditation process? 
We were impressed about the high standard of this policy debate: with participation of learners and a clear 
precise document with policy implications. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Suzanne Kyle, Community Education Network (CEN) 
AONTAS founded the national Community Education Network in 2007, following the example of the already 
existing local network in Limerick. CEN wants to guarantee the core values of community education: 
equality, easy accessible, save environment, taking in account the social situation of the participants, tailor 
made offer. Therefore, CEN focuses on knowledge exchange, training of professionals and lobbying in order 
to get community education recognized and to streamline subsidies. CEN addresses the growing 
administrative workload that local centres are facing. For this reason, professionals have less and less time 
to spend on reflection. CEN is involved in the new QQI procedure, in particular trying to make this 
administrative procedure more feasible for local grass root organizations. 
AONTAS provides professional support for this network. The CEN steering group of 6 people organizes 
around 3 meetings per year. The coordinator mentions some points for attention for the near future of this 
network: keep the focus on the core values and content of community education, find a way to deal with the 
changing representatives at the meetings, maintain a good balance and relationship between larger and 
smaller organizations, avoiding hierarchy within the network. 
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Considerations 
 
The delegation was very pleased with this study visit to Dublin. The meetings were particularly interesting 
and provided a lot of material for further discussion. We were well received by our hosts and our Irish 
colleagues took the time to explain the work. We were impressed by the enthusiasm of the partners in 
Dublin. They spoke with great respect about their target groups and with love for their work. They make great 
efforts to involve adults in adult education, whether or not aimed at entering the labour market. 
Looking at the objectives of the visit we conclude the following: 
 
 
Experience the Irish Learning Festival  
The study visit to Dublin did serve as a source of inspiration to organize the national and regional kick off in 
Friesland, in September 2019, and in other regions as well. We visited several festival activities in Ireland 
and saw the complete list of the Festival this year. This gave us new ideas for our own approach. This visit 
allowed us to reflect on our own practice and discuss new festival ideas with fellow travellers.  
Some concrete points we consider to use in our events: put regional good practices in the spotlight, make 
more use of sponsoring, involve local and/or regional politicians in the activities and promote more 
interaction amongst participants of the Festival events. 
 
 
Gaining insight into sustainable regional and local partnerships: key conditions and pitfalls 
Just like in Slovenia, this topic was more difficult to get discussed. Maybe we are more used to look at the 
activities and outcome and less at the process that lies behind it (which is also a learning outcome!). 
Nevertheless, it is clear that strong networks are important to realize a good festival, as well as an attractive 
and appropriate local educational offer for adult learners who need more attention.  
What we learned in Ireland: in many cases partnerships prefer to have a (semi) formal structure and 
therefore design a Memo of Understanding or another document to define roles and tasks of all partners.  
Just as in the Netherlands, it can be difficult for partnerships in Ireland to keep the main focus on the core 
issues and values (the underlying reason for their existence), rather than paying too much attention to all 
kinds of secondary tracks, such as administration and other bureaucratic ballast. Our Irish colleagues also 
mentioned that they have to find a way to deal with changing representatives at meetings and to maintain a 
good balance and relationship between larger and smaller organizations. They are eager to avoid hierarchy 
within the network as much as possible, because this affects the motivation of partners and thus affect the 
results of the network. 
 
 
Experience how the learners voice is organized in Ireland 
This topic was widely discussed during all visits. It was meaningful to experience that the importance of the 
Learners Voice is self-evident for all partners and that each organisation looks for a proper way to give 
learners their voice: learners were co-presenter at the STAR Award Ceremony, the policy debate started 
with testimonials from learners, NALA has learners in the Advisory Council, etc.  
The Learners Voice is already much more embedded in Irish practice than in the Netherlands. Learners can 
have their say in all sorts of areas that are important to them, including in the field of political influence. The 
Adult Learners Network that supports AONTAS is a clear example of this, as evidenced by the documents 
we have seen, containing clear and precise political recommendations.  
The Learners Voice was the subject of a lot of discussion in our delegation. How can we give hands and feet 
to Learners Voice in the Netherlands in such a way that learners really have influence and not only are 
present for the record/ticking boxes. This issue is also the subject of a recently started KA1 project from the 
ABC Foundation. The Irish experience clearly gave us valuable insights in this matter. 
 
 
Gaining insight into advocacy work aiming at recognition and financing (formal and non-formal) 
adult education 
The Learners Voice also plays a central role in advocacy work in Ireland. Learners' stories are always 
included and in many cases learners themselves actively participate in lobby activities. In addition, the Irish 
experience shows us that the lobbyist must do a lot of homework in order to put recommendations and 
requirements in the spotlights. A good example was given by CEN, who accurately compared current 
government policy strategies with the results of community education. Another example showed how the 
Adult Learners Forum's recommendations were ‘translated’ into policy terms and presented to politicians. 
This is real manual work that requires a lot of dedication and (wo)man power. 
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Other valuable learning outcomes 
DALC gave us an excellent example about how you can organize education and learning for low literate 
adults. They make the access to education more simply, offering informal and flexible education, taking in 
account the background of each individual learner.  
 
The National Learning Network showed us the importance of connecting with the participant's experience 
and deliver tailor made solutions. Their methodology fits seamlessly with the way we want to deliver training 
courses for persons with a distance to the labour market. NLN works mainly with adults with a disability. 
However, we think that their approach can be very useful to all adults with limited basic skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

EISEL is een Erasmus+ KA1 project  
European Input for Sustainable Education and Learning  
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